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This application provides the optimum solution to poor emergency facilities provided to the roads accidents in
the most feasible way. The rw pin of LCD is directly connected with ground. Another important aspect of the
project is the Power Supply. The HDU character generator ROM is extended to generate 5X8 dot character
fonts and 32 5X10 dot character fonts for a total of different character fonts. A single HDU can display up to
one 8-character line or two 8-character lines. Hence with this project implementation we can detect the
position of the vehicle where the accident has occurred so that we can provide the first aid as early as possible.
Hence it is considered as highly efficient communication through the mobile which will be useful in industrial
controls, automobiles, and appliances which would be controlled from anywhere else. Complete layout of the
whole set up will be drawn in form of a block diagram. How it Works Accident Detection and Messaging
System is easy and the components used are Vibration Sensor, which detects the accident and in turn sends the
signals to Arduino. The key idea behind Thumb is that of a super-reduced instruction set. These receivers have
a typical threshold of 1. Whether navigation system or tracking system, the architecture is more or less similar.
This paper is useful in detecting the accident precisely by means of both vibration sensor and Micro electro
Mechanical system MEMS or accelerometer. Typically, while one instruction is being executed, its successor
is being decoded and a third instruction is being fetched from memory. It has its own deterministic character.
If the reset switch is pressed, the microcontroller restarts and the function will start from the beginning. The
research work is going on for tracking the position of the vehicle even in dark clumsy areas where there is no
network for receiving the signals. HDU is used in the project. A piezoelectric transducer has very high DC
output impedance and can be modeled as a proportional voltage source and filter network. This simplicity
results in a high instruction throughput and impressive real-time interrupt response from a small and
cost-effective processor core. An accelerometer can be used in a car alarm application so that dangerous
driving can be detected. This is because of the lack of best emergency facilities available in our country.


